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Abstract. We study the small-scale topology of dynami-
cal phenomena in the quiet-sun internetwork atmosphere,
using short-duration Fourier analysis of high-resolution l-
tergram sequences to obtain statistical estimates for the
co-location probability of dierent ne-structure elements
and wave modes.
In this initial paper we concentrate on the topology
of short-duration Fourier amplitude maps for the photo-
sphere and the simultaneously observed overlying chromo-
sphere. We nd that these maps portray a complex mix
of global modes and locally excited waves which neces-
sitates a statistical approach. Various aspects including
mesoscale patterning indicate the presence of subsurface
wave sources and of subsurface wave diraction by con-
vective inhomogeneities.
Key words: Sun: atmosphere { Sun: photosphere { Sun:
chromosphere { Sun: granulation { Sun: oscillations
1. Introduction
This paper is the rst of a short series on the small-scale
topology of the solar atmosphere. Our aim is to study the
dynamics of the quiet photosphere and chromosphere in a
local approach, searching for links between convective ow
patterns and oscillation amplitudes, between photospheric
and chromospheric oscillation patterns, and between pho-
tospheric and chromospheric ne structure. We do this
through statistical analyses of ltergram sequences ob-
tained with the Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope (SVST;
Scharmer et al. 1985) on La Palma.
Rather than isolating a particular one of the various
small-scale patterning agents, as is usually achieved by
subsonic ltering for convective ow studies and by spatial
Send oprint requests to: R.J. Rutten
and temporal averaging for oscillation studies, we study
the crosstalk between ows and waves by applying short-
duration high-resolution Fourier diagnostics. The tech-
nique is introduced here with an initial search for localized
sources of photospheric and chromospheric waves.
The present paper and the next one in this series
(Hoekzema & Rutten 1997) use cospatial image sequences
of the photosphere (G-band ltergrams, called G below)
and of the overlying chromosphere (Ca ii K
2V
ltergrams,
called K below). We limit the analysis to the quiet-sun in-
ternetwork domain, believed to be generally devoid of the
kilogauss uxtubes that make up the magnetic network,
and therefore primarily address non-magnetic dynamics.
1.1. Patterning agents
The major patterning agents in the internetwork photo-
sphere and low chromosphere are oscillations and con-
vective ows. The role of the elusive internetwork elds
remains unclear. They show up as ubiquitous \pepper-
and-salt" bipolar patterns at scales of a few seconds of
arc (Livingston & Harvey 1971; cf. Harvey 1977; Zwaan
1987) and with eld strengths well below 500 G (Keller
et al. 1994). Note that the 500 G value of Lin (1995) de-
scribes only the highest peaks, about as rare as internet-
work ephemeral regions and the horizontal-eld patches of
Lites et al. (1996)). The internetwork elds possess a ux
distribution that diers intrinsically from the network ux
distribution (Wang et al. 1995), indicating that they do
not adhere to the evacuated uxtube paradigm but con-
sist of diuse eld patches that are too weak to act as
dynamical patterning agent. They should instead them-
selves be subject to the convective motions (Zwaan 1987),
as indeed observed by Wang et al. (1996) with respect to
supergranular ows.
The convective ows on supergranular scales are not
addressed here since our high-resolution data cover only a
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small eld at short duration. We therefore concentrate on
the granular and mesogranular scales.
The mix of pertinent solar oscillations is impres-
sive. The acoustic wave spectrum alone contains long-
period waves, the photospheric ve-minute oscillation, the
chromospheric three-minute oscillation and (presumably)
short-period waves, with further divisions in global and lo-
cal wave modes as well as propagating, evanescent, stand-
ing and shocked waves. In addition, there are internal
gravity waves (e.g., Cram 1978; Dame et al. 1984; Deubner
& Fleck 1989; Straus & Bonaccini 1997). In the internet-
work areas magnetic wave modes may run along canopies
at the chromospheric heights sampled by Ca ii K; pho-
tospheric internetwork features with relatively large eld
strength may also take part in chromospheric wave pat-
terning (Brandt et al. 1992, 1994), perhaps through mag-
netic wave modes (Kalkofen 1996).
1.2. Global and local wave excitation
Our topic of local patterning of photospheric and chromo-
spheric wave amplitudes represents a return to the local
emphasis which characterized surface pattern studies of
the ve-minute oscillation before its global nature was un-
derstood (e.g., Musman & Rust 1970; Rice & Gaizauskas
1973). By now, the global p modes represent rather an ob-
stacle to local wave studies, upsetting one-to-one identi-
cation of intensity and velocity wave signatures with local
pistons. The standard Lighthill-Stein theory of wave exci-
tation by turbulent convection (Lighthill 1952; Stein 1967;
cf. Goldreich & Keeley 1977; Goldreich & Kumar 1990;
Musielak et al. 1994) assumes a subsonic Kolmogorov tur-
bulence spectrum to predict a generally present acoustic
ux spectrum to which localized supersonic ows may add
additional wave generation.
Even the p-mode background may be excited intermit-
tently, as proposed by Brown (1991) on the basis of the
steep increase of sound generation with turbulence ampli-
tude in the standard theory. This suggestion was taken
up observationally by Brown et al. (1992), Goode et al.
(1992), Restaino et al. (1993), Rimmele et al. (1995) and
Espagnet et al. (1996). The general conclusion from the
latter papers is that intergranular lanes, especially long-
lived dark features called \intergranular holes" by Roudier
et al. (1997), seem to be preferred sites of acoustic wave
excitation. This result disagrees with the classical picture
in which rising granules are the major pistons for atmo-
spheric wave excitation (Evans & Michard 1962; Meyer &
Schmidt 1967; Stix 1970), but agrees with the downow-
driven picture of granulation developed by Rast (1995) in
which the \deep ngers" of concentrated subsurface down-
ows (Stein & Nordlund 1989) are the dominant acoustic
sources, in agreement with the p-mode excitation depth
estimate of Kumar (1994).
Another local source option is posed by the supersonic
outows at the edges of large granules that occur in nu-
merical granulation simulations (e.g., Cattaneo et al. 1989,
1990; Malagoli et al. 1990) and that may have been ob-
served indirectly by Nesis et al. (1992) or, more convinc-
ingly but also indirectly, by Solanki et al. (1996).
1.3. Chromospheric oscillations
At the level of formation of the Ca ii K line core, the
quiet-sun atmosphere displays a marked split in oscil-
lation patterning between network and internetwork re-
gions. The network elements tend to show long-period in-
tensity modulations, while the internetwork displays the
so-called chromospheric three-minute oscillation (e.g., Or-
rall 1966; Liu & Sheeley 1971; Lites et al. 1993). Movies of
Ca ii K ltergrams display internetwork emission in spi-
dery, rapidly varying patterns with spatial scales in the
4{10 Mm range. The so-called K
2V
grains occur as in-
termittent local brightness enhancements of this pattern,
often repetitive with roughly 3-min periodicity and of-
ten occurring in close pairs. These have received much
attention. The older literature has been reviewed by Rut-
ten & Uitenbroek (1991), more recent work by Rutten
(1994, 1995, 1996). The break-through K
2V
grain model-
ing of Carlsson & Stein (1994, 1997) explains the spec-
tral grain signatures as an acoustic shock phenomenon in
which the source function enhancement in weak shocks
around h = 1000 km combines with post-shock downfall
in higher layers to produce bright emission on the vio-
let side of the Ca ii H&K line centers. Their modeling
closely reproduces the actual H
2V
grain evolution pat-
terns observed by Lites et al. (1993) for two out of four
cases by emulating the observed underlying photospheric
Dopplershifts around h = 260 km with a subsurface pis-
ton in a one-dimensional radiative hydrodynamics sim-
ulation. Carlsson & Stein's experiments with their pis-
ton indicate that a mix of strong 3-min oscillations at
h = 260 km with waves of other periodicities, shorter or
longer or both, is required to reproduce the observed grain
intermittency (Fig. 8 of Carlsson & Stein 1997). The 3-min
oscillations alone would create regular grain occurrence by
themselves; the other periodicities supply the modulation
that cut grain occurrence into the observed patterns. The
wave eld at h = 260 km so determines the subsequent
behavior of the overlying chromosphere in the two suc-
cessful cases; in particular, K
2V
grains may develop only
where the photosphere supplies sucient 3-min amplitude
(cf. Cheng & Yi 1996; Fig. 1 of Theurer et al. 1997).
How and where the photospheric wave eld gets the re-
quired 3-min power to produce K
2V
grains is an open ques-
tion. Theurer et al. (1997) obtain qualitative reproduc-
tion of the observed grain-causing power spectrum from
standard turbulent convection modeling after Musielak
et al. (1994). Their simulation shows a shift in peak loca-
tion from the predominantly short-period power excited
at h =  160 km to 5{3 min periodicities at h = 260 km,
a transcription which they attribute to atmospheric re-
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sponse over the travel height. This mechanism would make
K
2V
grain formation ubiquitous over the surface. In con-
trast, Kalkofen (1996) claims that the grains require lo-
calized photospheric events with a location memory for
which he invokes internetwork uxtubes.
1.4. Approach
Case studies in which single events are used to exemplify
general patterns in which dierent agents come together
or are even causally related suer from the confusion that
the rich variety of patterning agents and wave modes (not
to forget atmospheric seeing) impose on spatially and tem-
porally resolved solar data. Such event studies (e.g., Liu
1974; Cram 1974; Deubner 1975; Cram et al. 1977; Deub-
ner & Laufer 1983; Espagnet et al. 1996; Roudier et al.
1997) tend to give interesting hints of possible mecha-
nisms but do not provide the statistics needed to esti-
mate their importance or overall role. This is especially the
case for spectral data due to their one-dimensional char-
acter. On the other hand, Fourier transforms of large-area
long-duration data sets reach statistical stability at the
cost of mixing diverse regimes (cf. Fig. 5 of Rutten 1994).
We therefore combine short-duration Fourier analysis of
high-resolution ltergram sequences with small-scale fea-
ture separation in an approach which resembles wavelet
analysis, but where the data segmentation is ne-tuned
to permit recognition of granular ne structure while dis-
tinguishing 5-min and 3-min wave modes through Fourier
decomposition.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The next
section describes the observations. Since the same analysis
techniques will also be used on other data in future pa-
pers, the reduction procedures in Sect. 3 are given in some
detail, in particular the construction of short-duration
Fourier maps and the denition of a spatial correspon-
dence factor C to perform selective co-location correlation.
Section 4 presents spatial Fourier maps and various mea-
surements without much interpretation, deferring that to
the discussion in Sect. 5. We end by suggesting that the
presence of localized subsurface wave sources and of sub-
surface wave diraction contribute to the topologies of the
Fourier maps.
2. Observations
We employ a twin 1.3 h sequence of cospatial and cotem-
poral photospheric and chromospheric ltergrams of a
small quiet region near solar disk center, taken on June 27
1990 with the Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope (SVST)
on La Palma. This day had the best seeing out of a two-
week observing run; during 4.5 hours photospheric and
chromospheric images were collected in tandem that fre-
quently reached sub-arcsecond resolution. In this paper a
subset of 1.3 h duration is used that is most homogeneous
in seeing quality. Even then, there were appreciable seeing
variations (Fig. 2). The spatial resolution varied between
about 0.4 Mm (0.5
00
) for the best images to about 1 Mm
in the fuzziest images retained in this analysis.
SVST
IF RL
CLOSL
G
CL
FS RL
FSCLRL
TIP-TILT
BSCLRL IF
EXIT
DBS
Ca II K
COHU
TRACKER
June 27 1990
Fig. 1. Sketch of the June 1990 setup on the Lockheed optical
table at the Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope (not to scale).
The beam exited from the vacuum refractor through a vac-
uum window (top right) and was split into three channels by
dichroic (DBS) and white-light (BS) beam splitters, to feed (i)
the prototype digital OSL camera (top left) through the Lock-
heed Ca ii K Lyot lter, (ii) a COHU video camera through a
G-band interference lter, and (iii) a quad-cell sunspot tracker
(bottom) which piezo-electrically drove a fast tip-tilt mirror in
the primary beam. FS = eld stop, CL = collimating lens, RL
= reimaging lens, IF = interference lter
The setup at the SVST is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The photospheric images were taken through a
1 nm wide (FWHM) interference lter that transmitted
the Fraunhofer G band near  = 430:8 nm to a COHU
video camera. We denote this sequence by G below. The
G band contains molecular CH lines that make it a high-
contrast diagnostic of the smallest features seen in the
photosphere, in particular of the Muller bright points that
are thought to mark \uxtube" sites of strong magnetic
elds (e.g., Muller et al. 1989; Muller & Roudier 1992;
Berger et al. 1995; Berger & Title 1996). The COHU cam-
era registered frames at video rate of which the best (or at
least the better ones) were manually selected in real time
for 8-bit digitization and disk storage through grab, hold
and choose inspection of a live video display. This (rather
exhaustive) procedure resulted in a sequence of 1549 G
images taken at somewhat irregular but accurately docu-
mented time intervals of about 10 s.
Our G images do not reach the contrast for the tiny
(0.2
00
) intergranular bright points that is seen on newer
SVST data with a new 1 nm lter which is more precisely
centered on the G band, possibly also because the bright
points vanish quickly when the seeing is less than superb
(Title & Berger 1996). Nevertheless, our lter imaged the
solar granulation suciently well to enable separation be-
tween granules and intergranular lanes as discussed here,
not only during the best seeing but throughout the se-
quence.
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Simultaneously, chromospheric images were digitally
recorded on Exabyte cartridges with the Lockheed proto-
type OSL camera that was used earlier in the Spacelab 2
mission (Title et al. 1989). It was fed through a tunable
narrow-band Ca ii K Lyot lter that was initially centered
at the K
2V
wavelength but may have slightly drifted o
due to temperature changes. These chromospheric images
were exposed for 0.4 s at regular intervals of 3.2 s. They
cover a much larger eld than the G images and have been
cropped to the latter. This dataset is denoted by K below.
The passband (FWHM 0.03 nm) of the Ca ii K lter
was too wide to fully isolate the narrow K
2V
peaks which
the Ca ii K proles show intermittently in the form of the
Ca ii K
2V
internetwork grains, so that these ltergrams do
not show the high K
2V
grain intensities that are displayed
in high-resolution Ca ii H&K spectrograms (e.g., Cram &
Dame 1983; Lites et al. 1993; Hofmann et al. 1996). Our
K images nevertheless display, at lower modulation, the
internetwork dynamics patterns to which the K
2V
grains
belong, because wider-band registration than the spectral
width of the K
2V
feature does not produce signicant dif-
ferences in the resulting spatio-temporal patterning. This
is demonstrated by Fig. 2 of Rutten (1994), which shows
only small modulation amplitude dierences and small
phase dierences between narrow-band H
2V
and wider-
band H-core time slices constructed from the spectra of
Lites et al. (1993).
A small sunspot was selected as target for the Lock-
heed high-speed image tracker system. It used quad-cell
centering of a pick-o image in the red to feed correction
signals to a high-speed tip-tilt mirror placed before prime
focus. The spot is present in the large eld of the K im-
ages but not in the smaller eld covered by the G images,
for which a fairly quiet region was selected away from the
spot. This subeld is shown in Figs. 2{3. In the K images,
fairly bright network surrounds a network cell with a di-
ameter of about 15 Mm. Another quiet area covers the
upper right corner. The G images show regular granula-
tion over the full frame. The network does not contain
sucient strong-eld concentrations to disturb the con-
vection into the abnormal granulation patterning that is
evident in plage (Title et al. 1992).
Previous analyses of these data have been reported
by Brandt et al. (1992, 1994). These concerned a \persis-
tent asher" seen in the K movie that accurately tracks
the photospheric ows derived from the G movie, and the
lifetime of the mesoscale ow patterns measured from the
photospheric ows.
3. Reduction
Field corrections. The data reduction started with dark
eld subtraction and at eld normalization. The G se-
quence was corrected for the geometrical rubber-sheet dis-
tortions caused by the seeing on scales larger than gran-
ules with the Lockheed \destretching" software using lo-
Fig. 2. Two K and G pairs of sample images taken during
good seeing (left) and bad seeing (right). The eld size is
29  25 Mm
2
(41  36 arcsec
2
); the tick marks are at 5 Mm
spacing. Top: Ca ii K frames (K) taken at 10:40:03 UT and
10:39:15 UT. The brightest patches outline the chromospheric
network. It encompasses an internetwork \cell" in which small
grey features correspond to the Ca ii K
2V
grains observed with
narrower bandpass. Some \measles" are present in the form
of dark pixels but are evident only at large magnication.
Bottom: cospatial and nearly cotemporal G-band granulation
frames (G). The degradation from good to bad seeing is worse
for K than for G due to longer exposure, but the intrinsic scales
in K images are also larger than in G images. The elongated
granules at bottom right in the G images are artifacts intro-
duced by the correction for eld rotation and are excluded.
The righthand images were discarded in the analysis
cal correlation tracking (Title et al. 1989, cf. Strous 1994
p. 35). The K images were not corrected, but due to
their much longer exposure time these represent geomet-
rical averages in themselves. Careful co-alignment of the G
and K sequences was established from calibration images
taken through a ne-scale geometrical grid pattern. The
remaining eld rotation was corrected for both sequences,
causing the articially elongated granules at bottom right
in the G panels of Fig. 2. They are excluded from the
analysis.
The area of the K eld covered by the G eld was re-
sampled on the same scale, resulting in a double sequence
of cospatial G and K images with a eld size of 29 Mm
by 25 Mm at 0.12 Mm pixel size, not exactly synchronous
but with image pairs taken close enough in time to permit
correlation of events and structures in the chromosphere
with events and structures in the underlying photosphere.
Data selection. The present paper is limited to a 1.3 hour
subset taken during 10.39{11.55 UT, chosen because the
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seeing was most homogeneous and the image rotation (due
to the SVST alt-azimuth mirror conguration) the small-
est. Sample images are shown in Fig. 2, where we have
chosen not only to display \typical examples" of good
quality but also bad quality ones. The K images are always
fuzzier than the G images, not only because the K expo-
sure times were much longer but also because the chro-
mosphere as seen in the K line is intrinsically less detailed
due to the strong resonance scattering in this line, eec-
tively smearing ne structure to about 1 Mm (cf. Owocki
& Auer 1980). The degradation from good to bad seeing
is worse for K than for G, but the intrinsic dierence in
structure scales makes the eect of the seeing variations
similar for both. Even in the bad frames, G granules and
K brightenings are still recognized.
The next step was to compute a one-dimensional spa-
tial power spectrum per K image and to use that to diag-
nose the occurrence of \measles" in the K frames. These
are individual pixels that are momentarily exceptionally
bright or dark in individual frames from the OSL camera
due to unidentied noise sources. Frames with an over-
dose of measles stand out in their spatial power behavior
because the one-pixel spikes produce large power at the
highest spatial wavenumbers. About twenty frames in the
K sequence were found to be contaminated so badly that
they have been rejected. Median ltering was used to re-
move the remaining measles from other K frames.
Similarly, the spatial power at wavelengths between 1.5
and 3 Mm was used as criterion to select the sharpest G
and K images. This spatial frequency band supplies a good
indicator of seeing quality, with larger power invariably
corresponding to sharper images (Strous 1994 p. 43). The
1.3 h sequences were divided into 228 bins of 20 s; for each
bin, the better half of the images taken in that period
were averaged to provide a single reference image. For the
G data, a few bins did not contain images; these gaps
were lled through interpolation. The result consists of
two cospatial and cotemporal G and K data cubes, each
containing 228 images at 20 s separation spanning 75 min.
These two cubes form our input data.
Fourier maps. We have constructed short-duration
Fourier amplitude maps per pixel from the G and K cubes
in the following manner. For each location in the eld, ten
partially overlapping brightness histories were extracted
from each cube. These segments are 22 min long but were
apodized with a cosine window function that enhances the
modulation by a factor two at the center of a segment and
reduces it to zero at the ends, and reduces the 22-min du-
ration to an eective value of about 15 min. Each segment
was then Fourier transformed to provide a short-duration
modulation spectrum per pixel in which edge eects are
suppressed by the apodization. Examples of the resulting
Fourier amplitude maps are shown in Fig. 6.
The eective duration of 15 min was chosen as the
maximum over which G images may be averaged without
too much loss of granular patterning, while still permit-
ting frequency resolution between 5 min and 3 min peri-
odicity. The granulation pattern indeed survives temporal
averaging over this duration (Fig. 3), even though many
individual granules live shorter. In fact, granular pattern-
ing remains present at low contrast after averaging over
a full hour. Our 15 min averaging enhances the weight of
relatively long-lived and relatively stationary features.
The successive brightness histories per location are
stepped by 5 min dierences in starting time. We used ten
of them, ignoring the last 9 min of the data cubes which
are spoiled more frequently by bad images. Therefore,
the brightness histories together span a total duration of
60 min in eective extent. Their Fourier transforms show
power evolution in 5-min steps. Since successive spectra
are derived from two-thirds overlapping histories, only
the transforms that are separated by more than 20 min-
utes in their moment of mid-point sampling refer to fully
independent data. Rather than obtaining transforms of
the brightness modulation of each individual image pixel,
boxcar averaging was rst applied over 3 by 3 pixels to
both sequences. This spatial smoothing reduces the noise
appreciably. Its eect on the spatial power patterning is
small since the intrinsic resolution of most images is worse
than 3 pixels or 0.36 Mm (the SVST diraction limit is at
0.16 Mm). A test using 5 by 5 pixel averaging produced
Fourier maps with only slightly less detail.
Brightness distinctions. In order to enable comparisons
between Fourier amplitude and atmospheric morphology,
we have split the observed eld into ne-structure compo-
nents using the temporally averaged brightness as crite-
rion for both G and K. In this procedure we did not nor-
malize spatial variations to the average brightness of the
whole eld because there are non-solar gradients across
the images (for example a brightening from left to right in
the G panel of Fig. 3) as well as large-scale solar uctua-
tions due to the ve-minute oscillation. We therefore as-
sign pixels to brightness classes by comparing their bright-
ness value to the local mean brightness obtained from
boxcar averaging over smaller subelds. The subeld sizes
were dened by trial-and-error tests in which the patterns
that result after subtraction of the locally-normalized av-
erage were compared with the input data. For the G data
the selected subeld size is 1:71:7 Mm
2
(1414 pixels);
for the K data we use 18  18 Mm
2
(150  150 pixels).
Examples of this local normalization are shown at right in
Fig. 3.
Pixels in the 15-min G sequence averages that are
brighter than the local average are called \granules", while
the subset with brightness over 110% are dened to be
\bright granules'. Similarly, \intergranular lanes" are less
bright than the local average, while \dark lanes" are below
90%. The dark lanes occupy about 10% of the total area,
lanes 53%, granules 47% and bright granules 8%. In the
K data, a similar distinction is made in order to separate
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Fig. 3. Left: time-averaged K and G images. Tick marks at
5 Mm intervals. The apodization of the two 22 min sequences
results in eective brightness averaging over about 15 min.
Granulation is still visible (G, lower panel); the chromospheric
network is enhanced with respect to instantaneous images (K,
upper panel). Right: locally-normalized K and G averages with
overlaid black and white contours. The latter were determined
from the average brightness of the complete 50-min K sequence
and divide the eld into network (bright areas within black con-
tours), internetwork (dark areas within white contours) and an
intermediate brightness regime that is excluded from both. The
edges of the eld are excluded as well
network and internetwork. Pixels that have time-averaged
brightness larger than 130% of the local average in any
of the ten 15-min averages are dened to be \network",
while the \internetwork" is dened as the pixels with aver-
age brightness below 70% in all ten 15-min averages. The
asymmetry is introduced in order to identify internetwork
conservatively; for the same reason, the large intermediate
region is not counted as either. A network criterion simi-
lar to the internetwork one, requiring pixels to be brighter
than 130% of the average in all ten 15-min averages, pro-
duces only a few tiny, isolated peaks. These are specied
by grey contours within the bright areas in Fig. 3. The
area fractions are 0.6% for these network peaks, 31% for
network, 18% for internetwork and 51% for intermediate
brightness.
The network/internetwork distinction is illustrated at
right in Fig. 3 by contours overlaid on one pair of locally
normalized 15-min averages. The small contours inside the
dark internetwork areas mark locations that were bright
only briey during the one-hour sequence. They were not
included as internetwork because their brightening may be
of network-like magnetic origin, comparable to the persis-
tent asher that occurred earlier in the K image sequence
taken that day (Brandt et al. 1992, 1994). From watching
the K movie we think it more likely that these temporary
brightenings mark normal K
2V
grain activity of acoustic
origin, not diering signicantly in its surface patterning
from the remainder of the internetwork, but we prefer to
restrict our designation of the latter conservatively to the
locations with darkest average K brightness in order to
exclude all potential strong-eld sites.
Co-location probability. The last item of this section con-
cerns a statistical quantity C which we call \spatial cor-
respondence" and which we use in Figs. 9{10 below and
in forthcoming papers to measure morphological align-
ments between images and maps such as Fourier ampli-
tude charts. It species the normalized fractional cospa-
tiality of two pixel classes between dierent images or
maps, representing selective spatial correlation that is re-
stricted to areas of given morphology and is not weighted
by amplitude. Formally, the spatial correspondence is de-
ned by
C 
f
AB
f
B
=
N
AB
=N
A
N
B
=N
; (1)
where the coincidence lling factor f
AB
= N
AB
=N
A
spec-
ies the fraction of pixels of type A in one image or map
covering the observed eld (or a specied subeld such as
the internetwork area in this paper) that also belong to
type B in another image or map covering the same eld,
and where the lling factor f
B
= N
B
=N measures the spa-
tial occurrence of the second category in the (sub-)eld.
By normalizing f
AB
by f
B
the spatial correspondence C
quanties the likelihood that the two types of behavior
are cospatial on a probability scale where C = 1 suggests
that A and B are independent phenomena. Values C > 1
imply that pixels of type A are preferentially co-located
with pixels of type B, whereas values C < 1 imply spatial
avoidance. Thus, C species the co-location probability in
terms of the random-draw likelihood. Its value does not
change when exchanging A and B.
For example, let A be a G image, let B be another
G image taken only 20 sec later, and let C express gran-
ule co-location. Since 98% of all pixels that belong to the
granule class in A are still granule in B, the granule coinci-
dence fraction is f
AB
= 0:98, and since the granule pixels
have lling factor f
B
= 0:47, the granule-to-granule cor-
respondence between the two images is C(t = 20 s) =
0:98=0:47 = 2:1. It expresses that granule pixels have
twice the random-draw likelihood to be granule again,
i.e., that granules live longer than 20 seconds. The same
may be done for the bright-granule pixels in the two im-
ages. About 56% of these still belong to the bright-granule
class after 20 s so that their spatial correspondence is
C(t=20 s) = 0:56=0:08 = 7:0. If pixel brightness was a
random draw after 20 s, only 8% of the bright pixels would
again qualify as bright. The seven times larger co-location
probability expresses that exceptionally bright pixels lie
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preferentially in the center of well-developed granules that
do not vanish within 20 s.
The advantages of this statistical measure are that it
may be estimated reliably from suciently large data sets
even for pixel classes with small lling factor and that
it compares relative surface patterning without sensitiv-
ity to the magnitude of a phenomenon within the given
type. It serves to establish spatial co-alignment of dierent
phenomena in the presence of many dierent patterning
agents and without sensitivity to the response magnitude
at which such spatio-temporal pattern coupling may oc-
cur.
4. Results
4.1. Temporal Fourier characteristics
Figure 4 shows temporal Fourier spectra determined from
the K data (upper panel) and G data (lower panel). Each
curve is the average over all pixels of the specied cate-
gory over the ten data sequences. The low-frequency lim-
its represent the time-averaged contrast between the pixel
categories.
The network and internetwork Ca ii K curves in the
upper panel represent characteristic power behavior that
is also displayed in Fig. 1 of Cram (1978); Fig. 4 of Ku-
laczewski (1992); Fig. 5 of Lites et al. (1993); Fig. 7 of
Steens et al. (1995) and Figs. 5 and 7 of von Uexkull
& Kneer (1995). There are dierences in frequency res-
olution (which is low here), in normalization (the aver-
age intensity is subtracted in some papers so that the
power is zero at f = 0) and in regime separation (no
network/internetwork split in some papers), but the over-
all behavior is as shown here: low-frequency power dom-
inates in network elements while internetwork regions
gain relative power in the f = 3   7 mHz band which
contains the so-called three-minute chromospheric oscil-
lation. However, this increase is much smaller than the
f = 3   7 mHz signal which the chromospheric oscilla-
tion produces in Ca ii K
3
Dopplershift; the oscillation is
primarily a Doppler phenomenon (e.g., Noyes 1967; Cram
1978; cf. Rutten 1995). The corresponding intensity mod-
ulation gains amplitude when the passband is limited to
the much narrower K
2V
feature as shown in the passband
comparisons in Fig. 2 of Rutten (1994), but the surface
patterns of the chromospheric oscillation are the same in
the wider passband used here (same gure).
The lower panel shows only slight dierences between
the dierent pixel classes. Nevertheless, these are signif-
icant. This becomes evident after normalization by the
average Fourier amplitude per frequency bin in Fig. 5.
Its lower panel displays the same dierences at a mag-
nied scale. The ordering at the lefthand side of the plot
again represents the time averages per pixel class. It illus-
trates the split into bright granules, granules, lanes and
dark lanes dened above. For increasing frequency the
Fig. 4. Selectively averaged temporal Fourier spectra. The
Fourier amplitude A (square root of the power, in arbitrary
units on a logarithmic scale) of the observed temporal bright-
ness variations is averaged over all pixels of a given type and
plotted against temporal frequency f (bottom axis) and cor-
responding period P (top). Each curve is the mean from ten
overlapping data sequences with eective durations of 15 min.
Upper panel: K data, split between network (solid curve) and
internetwork (dot-dashed). The internetwork has smaller power
at low frequencies. Lower panel: G data, internetwork pixels
only, split between granules (thick solid), the brightest gran-
ules (thin solid), intergranular lanes (thick dot-dashed) and
the darkest intergranular areas (thin dot-dashed). The slight
dierences between these curves are enhanced in Fig. 5
curves in the lower panel initially rise and drop, respec-
tively, to peaks corresponding to granular lifetimes. The
curves then come together in the ve-minute band around
f = 3 mHz, illustrating that the photospheric ve-minute
oscillations are primarily global and rather insensitive to
the local ne structure. Around the acoustic cuto fre-
quency (f = 5:5 mHz) the dark-lane curve rises steeply
to high values, signicantly above average. This rise in-
dicates that the darkest intergranular lanes coincide spa-
tially with larger than average acoustic power in the three-
minute regime. At the righthand side of the lower panel,
the brightest granules and the darkest lanes show similar
excess of power over the average value. We suspect that
this is partially due to seeing excursions. The apparent
jitter of small features around their intrinsic location pro-
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Fig. 5. Dierential K and G Fourier spectra, split between
granules and intergranular lanes in internetwork areas. Ordi-
nates: normalized Fourier amplitude A=<A> with <A> the
average amplitude for the whole internetwork area. Abscis-
sae: temporal frequency (bottom) and corresponding period
(top). The spatial averaging is split between granules (thick
solid curves), the brightest granules (thin solid), intergranular
lanes (thick dot-dashed) and the darkest intergranular areas
(thin dot-dashed) for both the K data (upper panel) and the
G data (lower panel). Each curve is the average of ten 15-min
segments; the thin curves show corresponding one-sigma rms
estimates. The lower panel is an enhanced display of the rela-
tive dierences between the curves in the lower panel of Fig. 4
duces high-frequency modulation at relatively large am-
plitude when the features have large contrast (Endler &
Deubner 1983).
The upper panel of Fig. 5 again shows chromospheric
K amplitude spectra, but now only for the internetwork
areas and split between the granular features measured in
the G band for the underlying photosphere, just as in the
lower panel. Over the f = 2 5 mHz range there is an ap-
preciable split between small K amplitudes above bright
granules and large K amplitudes above dark intergranu-
lar lanes. In addition, the latter curve shows a strikingly
steep drop around f = 5 mHz. Although the error bands
are wide, these features seem signicant, the more so be-
cause the thicker curves for smaller granular contrast show
a similar split at smaller amplitude. We interpret the pat-
G K
Fig. 6. Fourier amplitude maps from G (left) and K (right)
ltergrams. The ticks are at 5 Mm spacing. The grey scale
displays Fourier amplitude A per pixel measured over 15 min
eective duration in three 1.5 mHz wide bands centered on
f = 7:8 mHz (2 min periodicity, top), f = 5:5 mHz (3 min
periodicity, middle) and f = 3:1 mHz (5 min periodicity, bot-
tom). The tracing above each map shows the variation of A
along the horizontal cut marked by the white line across the
map. These Fourier maps show much ne structure of which
the characteristic scales increase both with height in the atmo-
sphere (from G to K, left to right) and with periodicity (from
top to bottom). The chromospheric network is vaguely outlined
by the brightest patches in the 5-min K map (bottom right,
compare with Fig. 3). The morphological dierence between
high and low amplitude areas is emphasized in Fig. 7
tern in terms of diraction in Sect. 5, but rst add more
evidence.
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G K G K
Fig. 7. Fourier amplitude maps as in Fig. 6, but with dierent grey scaling. The G panels contain insets which are enlargements
(at three times linear magnication) of their central parts. Lefthand G and K columns: the grey scale displays logA. Righthand
G and K columns: coarse amplitude binning in which the black areas have A below 20% of the map average and the other shades
(dark grey to white) correspond to 20  33%, 33  50%, 50  200%, 200  300% and over 300% of the map average, respectively.
The 50   200% bin makes up the background. These displays illustrate that large-A areas (white) in the internetwork regions
tend to be roundish, whereas low{A regions (black) tend to have rope-like appearance
4.2. Spatial Fourier characteristics
Fourier maps. Figures 6 and 7 display spatial Fourier am-
plitude maps with variation in grey scale encoding. In
these gures the Fourier amplitude A per pixel that has
been computed from one pair of 15-min G and K sequences
(the same pair as in Fig. 3) is split between separate charts
mapping the 2, 3, and 5-min contributions.
The maps in Fig. 6 have linear grey scale coding; the
tracings above each panel show the variation of A along
the cuts marked by white lines on linear scales. The K
maps in the righthand column are similar to the power
maps in Fig. 3 of Dame et al. (1984) and similarly show
that oscillatory power tends to be concentrated in small
point-like areas with erratic patterning. The network is ev-
ident only in the 5-min panel at bottom right. At higher
temporal frequency the morphology has smaller scales.
Similar behavior is seen in the G amplitude maps on the
left. These are comparable to the lower-resolution veloc-
ity power maps of Brown et al. (1992). The G amplitude
patterning is also spatially intermittent, with character-
istic scales that are considerably smaller than for the K
maps but that decrease similarly with increasing temporal
frequency. Apart from the scale dierences, the G and K
amplitude distributions are more alike in their morphology
than the original images (Fig. 2). The tracings show large
amplitude excursions, in each case ranging from A  0 to
twice the average values marked by the horizontal lines.
The maps in Fig. 7 display the same A values on a log-
arithmic scale (left) and with coarse binning (right). These
grey scale choices emphasize the spatial morphology dif-
ference between the occurrence of the largest Fourier am-
plitudes and the occurrence of the smallest Fourier am-
plitudes. There is a striking split between these at each
of the three periodicities. The bright locations of large
Fourier amplitude tend to show up as isolated, roundish
peaks or as conglomerates of peaks, whereas the dark
low-amplitude locations tend to make up slender and
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elongated areas, more like wiggly snaking worms than
roundish patches. The 5-min K maps show some elongated
bright patches too, but those are in the network areas and
represent network outlines.
Spatial decomposition. The spatial structure of these tem-
poral Fourier maps is decomposed into spatial Fourier
components in Fig. 8. Each of the G and K Fourier am-
plitude maps was apodized with a cosine bell function.
Their two-dimensional spatial transforms were converted
into one-dimensional wavenumber spectra by annular av-
eraging. The ten spatial wavenumber spectra that so re-
sulted per 2, 3 and 5-min periodicity in G and K were av-
eraged to produce the curves and error bounds in Fig. 8.
The solid curves are similar spatial decompositions of the
15-min averaged images shown in Fig. 3, on scales that are
reduced by a factor ten; the latter corresponds to the low-
frequency amplitude drop in Fig. 4. For the K data this
curve peaks at the largest scales, representing the stable
structuring of the chromosphere into network and inter-
network regions. The solid curve for the G average peaks
at spatial wavelengths  = 1:2  4 Mm, corresponding to
the granulation and the interference patterns of the ve-
minute oscillation.
The amplitudes shown by the other curves are larger
for longer periodicity in both panels, conform Fig. 4. The
curves drop much less steeply with wavenumber for G
than for K, a dierence to which seeing jitter may con-
tribute. The lower-panel dot-dashed curve which describes
the spatial wavelengths of the 5-min G maps peaks at
 = 1:9 Mm; there is a similar peak at that wavelength
in the 5-min K curve (upper panel). This wavelength cor-
responds to the 5-min location of the f -mode in a f k
h
diagram. The peak may betray the presence of the f k
h
ridge that would be resolved using longer-duration data
sequences covering a larger eld. The hump in the 5-min
curves at longer wavelength may similarly reect p
1
and
higher-order p-modes at low resolution and contrast.
The two sets of three curves conrm the topological
similarities and scale changes in Fig. 6. As disparate as
the photospheric G and chromospheric K images them-
selves are, their Fourier maps are build up from compa-
rable components with gradual shifts of emphasis rather
than striking dierences between them. The characteristic
wavelengths are smaller for G than for K; they diminish
with decreasing periodicity for both G and K. Note that
the short-period contribution is larger, relative to the 5-
min one, for K than for G. In particular, the 3-min contri-
bution to the K maps nearly equals the 5-min contribution
in the  = 1   1:5 Mm regime of the Ca ii K grains. (It
would be much larger if the maps charted K
3
Dopplershift
or narrow-bandK
2V
/K
2R
modulation for the internetwork
only.)
Fig. 8. Spatial Fourier analysis of temporal Fourier amplitude
maps as in Fig. 6, respectively for K ltergrams (upper panel)
and G ltergrams (lower panel). Abscissae: spatial wavenumber
k (bottom) and corresponding wavelength  (top). Ordinates:
Fourier amplitude A per wavenumber bin, in arbitrary units
and without distinction between network and internetwork.
Each curve shows the average wavenumber spectrum obtained
from 10 apodized Fourier amplitude maps, with correspond-
ing rms error estimates. Dash-dotted curves (reaching highest):
wavenumber spectra measured from the 5-min Fourier maps.
Dashed curves: same from 3-min maps. Dotted curves (lowest):
same from 2-min maps. The solid curves are comparable spa-
tial Fourier spectra obtained from the 10 locally normalized
15-min K and G image averages (such as the ones shown at
right in Fig. 3) on a ten times compressed scale
4.3. Fourier crosstalk
The statistical correspondence C dened by (1) is used in
Fig. 9 to study co-location of the amplitude patterns in si-
multaneous Fourier maps for dierent periodicities. Such
alignments indicate the amount of crosstalk between dif-
ferent frequencies. Only the internetwork areas outlined in
Fig. 3 are taken into account. The curves are again aver-
ages over the ten dierent (partially overlapping) pairs of
image sequences, with corresponding error estimates. The
top and bottom panels of Fig. 9 display crosstalk between
Fourier maps of dierent temporal frequencies that are
derived from the same image sequence, respectively com-
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Fig. 9. Fourier crosstalk, measured by the spatial correspon-
dence C(f) for internetwork pixels with larger-than-average
Fourier amplitude between simultaneous Fourier amplitude
maps of dierent periodicity. The value C = 1 implies that
above-average pixels in one map do not favor the location of
large-amplitude pixels in the other map while values C > 1
imply preferential co-location. Top panel: K maps compared
with K maps. Middle panel: K maps compared with G maps.
Bottom panel: G maps compared with G maps. Dash-dotted:
large-amplitude correspondence between 5-min Fourier maps
and simultaneous maps of the frequency/periodicity specied
along the horizontal axes. Dashed: same for 3-min maps. Dot-
ted: same for 2-min maps. The thin curves specify one-sigma
rms variations. Without crosstalk between frequencies, each
curve would peak at its own frequency value and have C = 1:00
elsewhere. The crosstalk is larger in K
2V
than in the G band.
The 5-min and 3-min peaks between G and K are very low
paring K with K and G with G. The various curves specify
the average co-location probability for larger-than-average
amplitude pixels per 2, 3 or 5-min map with the same pix-
els in maps for all other frequencies from the same data.
Each curve has an auto-correspondence peak of C  2
at its own frequency. The large width of these peaks re-
ects the low frequency resolution that results from the
22-min data string lengths. There is no crosstalk between
dierent frequencies when C  1 outside the peaks. This
value is reached at left in the bottom panel, implying
that the bright elements of the time-averaged G images
(i.e., granules) play no signicant role in governing the si-
multaneous photospheric oscillation amplitude patterns at
any frequency. There is some crosstalk between frequen-
cies elsewhere in the bottom panel. It may again result
from seeing jitter of small granular structures with large
contrast, a broad-band phenomenon that may contribute
some modulation at most frequencies.
In the upper panel of Fig. 9 the (K, K) C-values are
larger outside the peaks and seem to increase with fre-
quency. We believe these to be signicant because seeing
jitter aects the K sequences less than the G images. It
may be due to the sawtooth waveforms that are produced
by chromospheric shocks.
The middle panel of Fig. 9 measures the spatial corre-
spondence of Fourier amplitude patterns as displayed in
Fig. 6 between photosphere (G) and chromosphere (K).
The 5-min and 3-min curves show peaks that seem signif-
icant but have low amplitude. If these modulations of the
photospheric and the chromospheric brightness are both
set by global mode interference patterning, one would ex-
pect peaks near the 100% correspondence value C  2. For
the ve-minute oscillation the waves are evanescent so that
such cospatiality should be instantaneous, but also waves
that travel from the photosphere up to the chromosphere
(taking two to three minutes at sound speed) contribute
to such a peak within the 15-min duration of the data
strings. The low peak values therefore conrm the consid-
erable deviation from vertical correspondence exhibited by
Fig. 6 even for the patterning agents that should correlate
best.
4.4. Fourier persistence
The next issue concerns the temporal stability of the spa-
tial patterns in Fourier maps. Their time evolution is stud-
ied in Fig. 10. In this case, the spatial correspondence
is measured between Fourier maps constructed from se-
quences at dierent time lags for pixels that have above-
average Fourier amplitude. This is again done for the in-
ternetwork areas marked in Fig. 3 only.
The bottom panel shows the persistence of the G am-
plitudes. All three curves, for 5, 3 and 2-min periodicity re-
spectively, drop steeply down at a time delay t  10 min,
to reach C  1 at t = 15 min. At t = 0 min the
1:1 correspondence produces C  2, but since the 15-min
time histories from which successive maps are constructed
overlap partially in 5-min steps, this auto-correspondence
extends to t = 10 min. The fact that it vanishes around
t = 15 min conrms that our choice for the history du-
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Fig. 10. Fourier persistence, measured as spatial correspon-
dence C(t) between internetwork pixels with higher than av-
erage amplitude in two Fourier amplitude maps as function of
the time delay t between the two maps. Top panel: K maps
compared with K maps. Middle panel: K maps compared with
G maps, K measured after G for t > 0. Bottom panel: G maps
compared with G maps. Dash-dotted: correspondence between
successive 5-min Fourier maps. Dashed: same for 3-min maps.
Dotted: same for 2-min maps. The thin curves specify rms error
estimates. The spatial morphology of the G Fourier maps does
not survive longer than the temporal resolution of 15 min (bot-
tom panel), but the internetwork areas of the K Fourier maps
maintain some morphology over longer duration, especially at
3-min periodicity (top panel). The middle panel indicates some
preference for K areas with above-average 5-min amplitude to
be located above G areas that earlier had above-average 5-min
amplitude
rations is a good one, in the sense that the photospheric
Fourier morphology does not live longer.
The persistence of the K maps in the top panel shows
rather dierent characteristics. There is a similar decay
of C near t = 10 min, but in this case it is followed by
signicant excess above C = 1 out to t = 35 min, espe-
cially for the 3-min maps. This behavior indicates that the
dynamical patterns in the chromosphere possess a partial
location memory over longer time scales. Such behavior
is to be expected for the bright elements that outline the
Ca ii network, possessing spatial memories due to the con-
centrations of magnetic ux which they represent. How-
ever, the curves in Fig. 10 are from internetwork areas
only, excluding even the areas that are only momentarily
bright and may represent loose patches of eld (Sect. 2).
The global p-modes also possess long memories individ-
ually (or they wouldn't be global), but their multi-mode
interference patterns travel with large, often supersonic,
apparent velocities over the solar surface; indeed, the 5-
min curve in the lower panel does not exhibit comparable
persistence. The disparity between the upper and lower
panels indicates that some other agent produces partial
persistence in the chromospheric three-minute oscillation
amplitude patterns.
The middle panel tests whether temporal persistence is
present in the K{G crosstalk peaks of Fig. 9; the latter are
reproduced at t = 0. The 5{min crosstalk peak is higher
than the 3{min peak; the crosstalk decays at similar rates
for both.
5. Discussion
The key plots of this paper are the dierential Fourier am-
plitude spectra in Fig. 5 and the Fourier amplitude maps
in Figs. 6{7. They combine into a complex picture, mixing
global and local properties for various phenomena that are
not easily disentangled.
The lower panel of Fig. 5 indicates that the photo-
spheric 5-min amplitudes are dominated by global modes
without any dierence between granular and intergranular
locations, but that the darkest intergranular lanes possess
signicant localized excess of shorter-period oscillations.
The overlying chromosphere (upper panel) also shows ex-
cess amplitude for intergranular features, but over the 3{
7 min range and with a sudden drop around f = 5 mHz.
The maps in Figs. 6{7 display rich ne structure with
complex topology in the form of speckled patterns with
large amplitude variations, ranging from values near zero
to twice the average amplitude (tracings in Fig. 6) and
with a morphology split between high and low amplitude
regions (Fig. 7). Although the maps describe quite dif-
ferent regimes, being split between photosphere (G) and
chromosphere (K) as well as three intrinsically dierent
periodicities, they display similar morphology except for
the pattern scale changes. The latter increase with peri-
odicity and with height in the atmosphere.
The spatial decompositions in Fig. 8 show that the
map morphologies result from broad-band signals com-
bining many dierent wavenumber components, with the
scale changes corresponding to gradual shifts in the
wavenumber distributions. The mix contains the granu-
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lar and mesogranular scales as well as the full wavenum-
ber range of oscillatory contributions from both global
modes and locally excited waves. Thus, the morphology of
the amplitude maps betrays complex combination of solar
convective ows and oscillations of various sorts. Several
aspects require discussion.
5.1. Data quality
Our data are aected by atmospheric seeing, limited
statistics and poor response. Dierential seeing motions
between the G and K images may spoil our G{K co-
location measurements to some extent, but the signicant
split between the bright granules and the dark lanes in the
upper panel of Fig. 5 shows that the G{K coregistration
has not been fully washed out by seeing at granular scales.
The oscillation patches of which the G{K co-location is
measured in the middle panel of Fig. 9 are made up from
larger-scale components (Fig. 8), so that the low values of
these crosstalk peaks are probably intrinsic.
Seeing jitter also produces non-solar modulation which
may contribute to the high-frequency tails of the temporal
spectra in Fig. 4 and the high-wavenumber tails of the
spatial spectra in Fig. 8.
The smallness of the eld and the limited duration of
the 1.3 h image sequences limit the statistical signicance
of the dierential amplitude and correspondence graphs.
For example, we have tried to nd whether the worm-
like low-amplitude areas in the Fourier maps stand out in
crosstalk or persistence measurements as those in Figs. 9
and 10, but the number of low-power pixels is too small
for signicance in such experiments. In addition, the ob-
served eld samples only about one supergranulation cell
and only a few mesogranular cells. These may be atypical
and not describe average solar properties properly.
Our use of G and K intensities to study oscillations
is less direct than the use of Dopplershift measurements.
In particular, the oscillatory modulation of the Ca ii K
inner-core brightness is much smaller than the correspond-
ing modulation of K
3
line-center shift. Comparison of the
middle panels of Figs. 4 and 5 of Lites et al. (1993) { or
the better reproduction on page 386 of Rutten (1996) {
shows that K
3
intensity modulation mimics K
3
Doppler-
shift modulation, though at lower response. Our K lter-
gram passband represents a mixture of the two H intensity
panels of the latter gure, but its modulation should still
represent a reasonable proxy to measure relative oscilla-
tion amplitude distributions over the solar surface. Since
the spatial correspondence parameter C does not depend
on the quality of the response but compares relative dis-
tribution contrasts only, our K co-location analyses should
not be overly aected by the limited response of the mea-
sured brightness to oscillatory modulation.
In summary, the data used here suer from seeing, low
statistics, inadequate solar surface sampling and limited
response to oscillatory modulation. The various pattern
properties displayed above should therefore be treated as
hints rather than facts, in need of conrmation from more
extended and better-quality data sets. Nevertheless, these
hints are of sucient interest to warrant such future eorts
and to be discussed in more detail below.
5.2. Wave sources
The curves in Fig. 5 indicate the presence of local wave
enhancements above dark intergranular lanes, for 3 min
waves in the photosphere and for 5-min waves in the
chromosphere respectively. The \acoustic event" studies
of Goode et al. (1992), Restaino et al. (1993), Espagnet
(1994), Rimmele et al. (1995) and Espagnet et al. (1996)
have also concluded that dark intergranular features tend
to correlate with enhanced wave amplitudes in the photo-
sphere. However, these studies concern 5-min waves rather
than 3-min ones, whereas the statistical averages in Fig. 5
show no photospheric amplitude sensitivity to granular
structure around 5-min periodicity. This dierence indi-
cates that without specic event selection the average pho-
tospheric 5-min signal is dominated by the global p-modes.
The worm-like low-amplitude areas in Fig. 7 look like
node lines in a pattern of standing oscillations, suggesting
that they arise from global mode interferences. However,
they should then be less distinct in the 2-min map than
in the 5-min map because the global contribution is much
larger at the peak of the p-mode amplitudes. This is not
the case; the 2-min map shows similar worm morphology
as the longer-period ones. On the other hand, the worm
lengths and their very low amplitude values seem to deny
small-scale local wave excitation by granular or intergran-
ular pistoning.
Neither the global nor the local agents explain the
pattern scale changes between photosphere and chromo-
sphere. Global modes should provide similar patterning
to both layers, producing higher correspondence between
G and K than observed. Local wave excitation at granu-
lar scales should contribute a ubiquitous haze of chromo-
spheric power, without the large-amplitude uctuations at
the much larger scales evident in the K panels of Fig. 7.
These mesoscale wavelengths have been noticed before
(e.g., Cram 1978; Dame et al. 1984; Dame & Martic 1987)
but are not understood (cf. Straus et al. 1992; Straus
& Bonaccini 1997). Its scale resembles the scale of the
mesoscale divergence/convergence patterns measured in
horizontal ows and the corresponding surface distribu-
tions of exploding granules (e.g., November et al. 1981;
Simon et al. 1988; Title et al. 1989; Brandt et al. 1991;
November 1994; Wang et al. 1995), for which Rast (1995)
has proposed that they are set by downow geometry
through downow driving of the convection. Since the re-
sults of Carlsson & Stein (1997) indicate that large 3-min
modulation at the level of Ca ii K core formation results
from large 3-min modulation in the directly underlying
photosphere, one may suspect that the mesoscale ampli-
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tude patterning at the chromospheric level has to do with
acoustic source distributions, for example in the form of
supersonic granular outow at the surface or subsurface
deep-nger patterning. However, the low value of the 3-
min correspondence peak in Fig. 9 and the fact that the
darkest areas in Fig. 7 display mesoscale connectivity ar-
gue against such one-to-one relationships.
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Fig. 11. Sketch illustrating how the solar granulation may af-
fect acoustic patterning through dierential diraction of prop-
agating waves. The vertical cut through the surface layers is
patterned after Figs. 4 and 5 of Bruls & Rutten (1992). The
sizable velocity and temperature gradients across granules and
intergranular lanes cause divergence and convergence of up-
ward propagating waves. Subsurface wave focusing may pro-
duce both wave concentration and wave dilution in higher lay-
ers. Similar diraction patterns may be caused by larger-scale
inhomogeneities for longer wavelengths. The sketch is for a
global wave eld running up from below and uses simple ge-
ometrical refraction rather than diraction in order to supply
a schematic illustration of wave bending. Additional pattern-
ing, with its own refractive confusion, may be generated by
local wave sources such as breakthrough granules, supersonic
granular outows, intergranular sinks and high-speed downow
ngers in deeper layers
5.3. Wave diraction
Some features in our results bring us to propose yet an-
other ingredient to the observed complexity, namely the
presence of wave diraction at various scales. Figure 11
sketches what we mean. It depicts a schematic vertical
cut through the granulation layer based on the numeri-
cal simulations of Nordlund & Stein (Stein & Nordlund
1989, Nordlund & Stein 1990). These suggest that the up-
drafts in the centers of granules are about 2 km s
 1
while
the downdrafts in the intergranular lanes reach 4 km s
 1
,
and that intergranular lanes are cooler than granules by
about 500 K at the solar surface and by about 1500 K at
a depth of 200 km. Such temperature (T ) and velocity (v)
uctuations aect the phase velocity c =
p
RT= + v
for upward propagating acoustic waves; local changes in
T and v cause wave bending. The corresponding index of
refraction n = c
1
=c
2
amounts to n  0:93 for a 1500 K
temperature dierence and to n  1:13 for a 2 km s
 1
ow dierence. These values are considerable, especially
for the ows. As sketched in Fig. 11, waves that propa-
gate upward through a granule are refracted into diver-
gence by the horizontal velocity gradient between the fast
upwelling at the granule center and the slow upwelling at
the edge. The larger downow gradient across intergran-
ular lanes causes convergence, so that intergranular lanes
act as lenslets. These may produce apparent wave inten-
sity increase, but they may also produce subsurface foci
that result in beam spreading and corresponding lower in-
tensity above the surface. We surmise that such dilution
may contribute to the very low amplitude values of the
extended rope-like minima in Fig. 7.
Wave diraction may also explain other results above.
The dark-lane curve in the lower panel (G data) of Fig. 5
shows considerable enhancement above f = 4 mHz, indi-
cating an increasing contribution by waves that are locally
excited in dark lanes or that are diracted by the lanes
into convergence at the surface. The enhanced amplitudes
for 2{5 mHz of the dark-lane curve in the upper panel also
indicate increased chromospheric modulation above dark
lanes, with a corresponding lack of modulation above the
brightest granules. This suggests that lanes generate waves
that reach the chromosphere vertically or that granulation
projects a focus/defocus pattern into the chromosphere.
The steep drop around f = 5 mHz in this curve is hard to
explain as a source property or as a seeing eect. It sits
at the photospheric transition from evanescent to propa-
gating waves and it may therefore imply that the latter
waves have been refracted away from the lane locations
by the time they reach the chromosphere. An alternative
explanation may be that the lower-frequency waves have
too long wavelengths to be aected at granular scales.
Another indication of wave diraction consists of the
surprisingly low values of the co-location peaks in the mid-
dle panel of Fig. 9. Global oscillations with primarily ver-
tical wave motions should display high spatial correspon-
dence between the photosphere and the low chromosphere,
not only for the evanescent 5-min amplitudes which should
show instantaneous linkage, but also for the 3-min waves
which travel up much faster than the time resolution set
by our sequence lengths. Waves that are locally excited un-
derneath a plane-parallel atmosphere should also show up
preferentially above the source location. Diractional wave
path bending may upset such preferential co-location.
This proposition extends the brief suggestion of Deub-
ner & Laufer (1983) that intergranular lanes may focus 2-
min waves so that these appear preferentially above lanes
(as in the lower panel of Fig. 5) even if they are excited
elsewhere. In the context of helioseismology, wave retar-
dation has been mostly studied to explain mode frequency
shifts (e.g., Brown 1984, Zhugzhda & Stix 1994) and mode
line widths (Goldreich & Murray 1994). In local time-
distance helioseismology the arrival time disturbances due
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to subsurface ows are sampled to map such ows in detail
(e.g., Kosovichev 1996; Duvall et al. 1997).
The sketch is for refraction by solar granulation. Note
that for scales comparable to the wavelength, diraction
furnishes a better description than refraction; the geomet-
rical description used in the sketch is meant generically.
Similar ray path deformations may occur when larger-
scale ow patterns at larger depth aect the propagation
of waves that have too long wavelengths to be diracted by
granular ows or that have suciently long periods to be
already evanescent in the surface regime. Yet longer wave-
lengths may be diracted by ows arranged in grating-like
arrays with larger-scale regularity (Y.D. Zhugzdha, pri-
vate communication). Thus, dierent scales in the convec-
tive ows may aect waves of dierent periodicity dier-
ently.
The largest diraction is presumably caused by the
slender high-velocity downdrafts in the subsurface con-
vective ow patterns. Their subsurface wave focusing may
produce low-amplitude regions on the surface at meso-
granular scales. They would resemble the caustic light pat-
terns projected on the bottom of a swimming pool by the
variable amount of diraction in the surface undulations.
In those, the wave tops act as lenses that gather light
into bright, dappled bands on the bottom. Our suggestion
is that the solar subsurface ows (and to a lesser extent
temperature inhomogeneities) may similarly focus and de-
focus waves on their way up to the surface, and that such
wave concentration and dilution may contribute to the
mesoscale surface amplitude patterning in Figs. 6{7.
6. Conclusions
We have introduced a technique of short-duration Fourier
mapping at high spatial resolution to correlate co-location
of dynamical phenomena in the solar atmosphere statis-
tically. The technique has been used here to study the
morphology of acoustic amplitude distributions obtained
from the brightness modulation of cospatial G-band and
Ca ii K ltergram sequences.
We have found that global and local wave properties
combine into a mix of small-scale wave patterning with
large multi-agent complexity. The latter justies our sta-
tistical approach. The photospheric 3-min patterns show
a signicant contribution from intergranular lanes while
the photospheric 5-min patterning in our maps is domi-
nated by global p-modes. The mesoscale patterning of the
chromospheric wave modes sampled by Ca ii K intensity
remains a puzzle. Our suspicion is that this pattern derives
indirectly from wave source distributions that are set by
convective ows. The extended worm-like connectivity of
the low-amplitude areas in Fig. 7 may represent mapping
artifacts { not unlike Mars channels { but we speculate
that their large extent and their mesoscale patterning have
to do with subsurface source topology and that their low
amplitudes have to do with subsurface wave diraction.
The apparent temporal persistence of this pattern
(Fig. 10) is studied in the next paper in this series
(Hoekzema & Rutten 1997), where the same techniques
are used on the same data in order to study time-delayed
co-location of photospheric and chromospheric waves and
ne structure elements in more detail.
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